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COMPANY PRESENTATION

Glassfer is a specialized factory for the trasformation of flat 

glass born in the early 50s, in the suburbs of Erba city. 

Over 70 years of experience dedicated to the production of 

innovative and quality glass, both for external façades and 

for interior furnishings.





Glassfer from the beginning 
was focused in the field of 
screen printing and flat tem-
pering, becoming one of the 
first processors using 
ceramic paints  and one of 
the first tempering factory 
in Italin Italy.
It began with the production 
of small portholes, glasses 
for underwater cameras and 
doors for kitchen ovens. It 
continued with glass for the 
telephone booths, for the 
trains of the State railways 
and for the means of navigaand for the means of naviga-
tion on the lakes.
Then, with the enlargement 
of the production lines, great 
architectural works began, 
never abandoning the craft 
dimension that has always 
distinguished itself.



EFFICIENT WORKFLOW

Cutting

Waterjet cutting

Drilling

Sandblusting

Tempering

Heat strengthening

Heat Soak Test (HST)

Lamination

with many interlayers

and many materials*

Quality check in 

every part of the 

process

Rectangular grinding

Shapes grinding



QUALITY FIRST



EXPLORING
STOP
NEVER





DIGITAL PRINTING





NATURAL FABRICS

Thanks to the proximity of many textures of the Como area and the high quality 
of their products, over the years a new type of laminates made with natural 
fabrics such as linen, cotton and juta was born. These fabrics, which can be 

inserted into safety products or with acoustic performances, can elegantly change 
the face of the interior design





METALLIC NETS





PURE IMAGINATION

Over the years, Glassfer has never pulled back in front of new challenges, 

succeeding in combining materials far away from the glass, such as wood, marble 

and steel. 

By always testing each product through the internal laboratory, and relying on 

request to external institutions, each new challenge can be accepted with capacity 

and seriousness.





BULLETPROOF GLASS

From the beginning Glassfer has been focused on safety glass, being among the 
first companies in Europe to temper glass doors. 
Since that time he has never stopped experimenting and reinventing itself, until 
it is able to produce super-performing bulletproof and shatterproof glass, 
including BR7 glasses.





NEW PHOTOLVOLTAIC GENERATION







THE 
PROJECTS
We are inspired by those who are able to bring their 
design concepts to life through the application of our 
technology.
We have collected here the most outstanding projects 
produced over the years.



INVERTED PYRAMID

OF LOUVRE

Paris, France





GARE DU NORD

Paris, France





COSTITUTION

BRIDGE

Venice, Italy





SHIODOME CENTER

Tokyo, Japan





HSBC HEAD QUARTER

London, UK





MARE NOSTRUM 

TOWER

Barcelona, Spain





T5 HEATHROW
AIRPORT
London, UK





UNICREDIT 

HEADQUARTER

Milan, Italy





CORINTHIANS
ARENA

San Paolo, Brasil





DOHA AIRPORT

Doha, Qatar





NEW YORK POLICE 

ACCADEMY

New York, Usa





TRANSBAY 

TOWER

San Francisco, Usa





SUVA
Sion, Swiss





CARBA CENTER
Liebefeld, Swiss





SAINT GEORGE 

CENTER

Geneve, Swiss





BIENNAL OF VENICE 

FLOOR

Venice, Italy





ROLEX 
HEADQUARTER

Milan, Italy





HOTEL LUTETIA

Paris, France





AURA SHOPPING 
CENTER
Rome, Italy





ROCKHEIM 
MUSEUM

Trondheim, Norway





EDUCATION PARK 

EZINGE

Ezinge, Netherlands





ST LAURENT 

SPORTS COMPLEX

St Laurent, Canada





HARLEM 
HOSPITAL
New York, Usa









Via San Maurizio 66 - 22036 Erba (CO) - Italy 

Tel. +39 031 610344 - Fax. +39 031 610380 - glassfer@glassfer.com 

www.glassfer.com


